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1. INTRODUCTION 
A classical method in solving various kinds of differential and integral 
equations is to convert them into perator equations, andto determine 
solutions as fixed points ofthe operators in question. Thefixed points can 
often be obtained aslimits ofiteration sequences of these operators (cf. 
[6]). In the case when the equation, a dhence also the corresponding 
operator isof monotone type, more general results are obtained by
replacing terations withchains (cf. [ 1,4]). 
In this paper the iterations are used to construct iteratively generated 
chains. Roughly speaking this means that wo consecutive elements ofthe 
chain are separated by asequence ofiterations. 
Using these chains weshall first prove xistence results formaximal and 
minimal fixed points of increasing operators on ordered sets. Via these 
operators and the comparison method the iteratively g nerated chain 
approximations are applied toderive existence, uniqueness, and estimation 
results for fixed points ofnonmonotone and nonlinear operators. 
The results described above are then applied toderive corresponding 
results to the solutions f differential equ tions. Themain feature isthe 
lackness of continuity hypotheses. 
To widen the range of possible applications, all theused convergence 
concepts are based on the order, and no algebraic structures a  assumed. 
2. ON MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL FIXED POINTS 
Let P = (P, 5 ) be an ordered set. Given a, h E P, denote 
[a)= (LfEPlU~z4J, (b]={uEPIugZ;:h), L-a, hl= [a) n (hl. 
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The following proposition characterizes a basic property of the maximal 
fixed point of an increasing (isotone) mapping. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Q: (b] -+ (b] be increasing a dsatisfy 
u* = sup{ wE Q”(b] 1 w S Qw} exists for some m E N. 
Then u* is the maximal fixed point of Q and 
u*=max{wE(b][wiQw). 
U-U 
(2.1) 
Remarks 2.1. Condition (H) holds if, for instance, there exists meN 
such that w5 Qw for some w E Q”(b], and each nonempty subset ofQ”(b] 
has a least upper bound. 
Dual to the results of Proposition 2.1, we obtain that if G: [a) + [a) is 
increasing, a d if 
U* =inf(w~Gm[a))Gw~w} 
exists for some m EN, then u.+ is the minimal fixed point of G and 
U* =min{wE [a)lGw$w}. (2.2) 
Given an increasing mapping Q: (b] --+ (b], we say that achain C in 
Im Q is iteratively Q-generated b-chain, f Qb is the largest element ofC, 
and if Qc E C, Qc < Qb, implies c = Q,(u), where 
Q,(u)=i;f Q”u and u=inf{QuECIQc<Qu}. (2.3) 
Denote by K the set of those iteratively Q-generated b-chains, whose 
elements belong to 
In finding the maximal fixed point U* of Q via the chains of K, we may 
assume that Qb < b, for otherwise U* =b. Thus { Qb} E K. 
LEMMA 2.1. If {C} is a chain of the chains of K, ordered by inclusion, 
then C’=U{CJCE {C}} belongs to K. 
Proof. Qb is obviously the largest element ofC’. If C’ has an element 
Qc < Qb, then Qc belongs tosome chain C of {Cl, whence, bydefinition, 
c=Q1(u), where u=inf{QnEClQc<Qn}. Let C, be any element of(C} 
containing C. Then Qc E C, and 
u1 =inf{Qu~C~IQc<Qn} Su. 
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To prove that u, = u, make a counter-hypothesis: o, < u. Then, since C and 
C, are chains and Cc C,, there is QM~E C, such that 
(a) Qc < Qw < @J for all Qu E C, Qc < Qx 
This implies that 
11’ , =inf{Q~EC,(Qw<Q~}Sinf{QuECIQw<Quj =v,
whence, bymonotonicity of Q,
Qw = QQ,(w,) 5 QQ,(u, = Qc. 
But this contradicts wi h(a), so that u, = u. On the other hand, if C con- 
tains C,, then v~v,. Thus 
whence C’ is iteratively Q-generated b-chain. To ensure that C’ belongs to
K, it suffices to note that C’ is contained in U, because all the lements of
(Cl are. 
In applications we shall a so need the following result. 
LEMMA 2.2. If Qc and Qw are elements ofCE K, and Qc < Qw, then 
c < \(‘. 
Proof From Qc < Qw it follows that 
u=inf{QuECIQc<Qu}SQw. 
It is easy to show (cf. the proof of Theorem 2.1) that Qv 5 ~1, so that also 
Q,(v) 5 c. Thus 
c = Q,(v) i v s Qw < ~1. 
Using the chains of K, defined above, we shall prove. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Q: (b] -+ (b] be increasing a dsatkILt 
(I) For each chain C in K both inf C and Q,(inf C)exist. Then Q has 
the maximal fixed point u* and (2.1) holds. 
Proof: We may assume that Qb < b, for otherwise u*= b. Thus 
{Qb}EK. If {C} is a chain of chains of K, ordered byinclusion, t follows 
from Lemma 2.1 that C’ = U {Cl C E (C] } belongs toK. Moreover, C’is a 
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least upper bound of {C} in K. Hence, by Zorn’s lemma, there exists a 
maximal chain C, in K. From the hypothesis (I)it follows that 
(4 u” = inf Co exists. 
Since the elements ofCo are in U, then 
WSQU whenever Qu E Co and w 5 Qw, 
whence 
w 5 u” whenever w< Qw. 
Because Q is increasing and 
u”~Qu<u whenever Qu E Co, 
then 
(b) Q =Q =Q h w< u”< u w enever QuECo and wsQw. 
Thus, by (a) and (b) we have 
(cl - w IQuo s u” whenever w 5 Qw. 
From (I) it follows that 
u* = inf Qnuo =Qi(u’) 
n 
exists. Since Q is increasing, then(c) implies that 
wsu* whenever w5 Qw. 
An analogous reasoning yielding (c)shows that 
(d) w 5 Qu* s u* whenever w 5 Qw. 
u* is a fixed point of Q, for else C, u {Qu*} would be a chain in R 
containing Co properly. 
Finally, from (d) it follows that u* is the maximal fixed point of Q, and 
that (2.1) holds. 
To analyze more closely the lements ofthe chains of K, we say that an 
increasing mapping Q from a subset A of P into P has a jump up to the 
right at u from (u, Qu) to (u + , u + ), denote u E JUR(Q), if there exists a 
decreasing sequence (u,) in A such that 
u=infu, =infQu,, but Qu< u. 
n n 
By choosing (u,) = (Q”u), wesee that every element of any chain of K, 
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which differs f om Q6, is of the form Qq where ubelongs toJUR(Q). Thus 
the set U in the definition of K can be replaced by 
V={Qulu~JUR(Q)~{b}and~~uwhenever~~Q~}. 
On the other hand, the greatest possible e ments in any chain of K are 
of the form Q(un), where u0 = b and 
u, = Q;(uoL n = 1, 2, . . 
The next one is Q(Q,(u’)), where u” = inf, u,,, and so on. Hence, denoting 
by u* the possible maximal fixed point of Q, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let Q: (b] --+ (b] be increasing. 
(a) If Q,(b) exists and does not belong to JUR(Q), then u* = Q,(b). 
(b) Zf Q:(b) exists and is not in JUR(Q), then u* = Q:(b). 
(c) If there is a positive integer m such that 
Q,(b)=ifQiL,(b) (Qo = Q) (2.4) 
exists inP and is not in JUR(Q), then u* = Q,(b). 
(d) u* = inf, Q,,,(b), if it exists and does not belong to JUR(Q). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Given M 2 0, and an integer m 2 1, denote 
m-1 
4n11 . . . . n,)=M+2-“+ 1 2p”Ammkpm 
k=l 
+2- n,-2m+l Osn, 5 ... sn,. 
It is easy to see that each a(n, . . n,) is decreasing in each n,, that for each 
m = 1, 2, . . 
a(a3, .“. )co)=a(O,“:~.‘,O), 
and that for each j=2 to m- 1, 
a(n,,n,-,,n,,oo ..., cO)=a(n ,,..., n ,-,, n,+l,..., n, + 1). 
Let h: R, -+R+ be an a.e. continuous f nction for which 
c(t) = j-’ h(z) dT < co for each t > 0. 
0 
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Define a function q: R + x R + -+ R + by 
i 
0, if s=Oor t=O, 
Mb(r), if 0 < s 5 Mc( t ), 
q(t, s)= 
i 
(M + 1) h(t), if 0 < MC(~) +c(t) <s, 
4Hl 3 . . n, + 1) h(t), if 
1 a(n,, . .) n,+ l)c(t)<s~a(n,, . . n )c(t) for some m = 1, 2, . . 
Denote 
P={u:R+ -+R+ 1 u is continuous, increasing and u(O) =0) 
with the natural order of functions, and define Q:P -+ P by 
Q4f) =J; q(r, 4~)) & t > 0, u E P. (2.5) 
As for the existence of the above integral, see Section 5.It is easy to see 
that Q is increasing. Moreover, if
then 
c@(t) = Ol, . . n,-, n, + 1) c(t), t 2 0. 
Using the above results andchoosing 
b(t)=(M+l)c(t)=a(O)c(t), t 2 0, 
it can be shown that 
Q,,,(b)(t) = (M + 2-Y c(f), m = 1, 2, . . t 2 0. 
This and the definition of q imply that 
u*(t) = inf Q,(b)(t) = Mc( t), t 2 0, 
m 
is a fixed point of Q. Since Qu 5 b for all uE P, it follows from Corollary 2.1
that u* is the maximal fixed point of Q, and hence also the maximal 
solution of the initial v ue problem 
u’(t) = q(4 u(f)) a.e. on R +, u(O)=O. 
In the special case when M = 0, this solution is azero-function. 
(2.6) 
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The previous study and the choice ofdual ordering yield the following: 
Let G: [a) -+ [a) be an increasing mapping. A chain C in Im G is 
called iteratively G-generated a + chain, if Ga is its mallest lement, and if 
Gee C, Ga < Gc, implies c = , G(u), where , G(r) =sup,, G% and I’ =
sup(Gu~CIGu<Gc). 
An increasing mapping G from asubset A of P into P is said to have a
jump down to the left at U, from (u, Qu) to (U - , u - ), denote u E JDL( Q). 
if there is an increasing sequence (u,) in A so that II =sup,, u , =sup,, Gu,,, 
but u < Gu. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G: [a) -+ [a) he increasing a dsatisfi* 
For euch iterativel~~ G-generated a + chain C in W = 
;G~~uEJDL(Q) { v a) and u 5 w whenetler GH! 5 H‘ )both sup C 
and , G(sup C) exist. (SI 
Then G has the minimal fixed point u*, and (2.2) holds. 
Denoting byu* the possible minimal fixed point of G. we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G: [a) + [a) he increasing. 
(a) u* = sup,, G”a, if it exists and does not belong to JDL(G). 
(b) If there xists a positive integer m such that 
,,,G(a)=Sup (I,,, ,,G)"(a) 
,I 
exists inP and does not belong to JDL(G), then u* = ,G(a). 
(cl u* = supm (,G)(a), if it exists and is not in JDL( G). 
A slight modification t  Example 2.1 (replace a(n, . . n,) by 
2M- a(n,, .. n,), M > 1, and so on) gives an example of such afunction 
R: R + x R, -+R+ that equation 
Guti) = j-i g(r, 4~)) dr, t 2 0, 
defines an increasing operator G: P + P, where P is as in Example 2.1, and 
that he minimal fixed point of G is of the form 
u,(t)=su~ (,G)(a)(t), t 2 0, 
m 
which is also the minimal solution of 
u’(t) = g(4 u(t)) a.e. on R +, u(O)=O. 
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3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS RESULTS 
Assume from now on that he ordered set P has least element 8,called 
a zero element. Given a nonempty set X, we say that d: Xx X+ P is a 
distance function, if 
4x, Y) = 0 iff x= y. PI 
Such a distance function, theresults of Section 2,and the comparison 
method are used in the following to prove xistence anduniqueness re ults 
for fixed points ofoperators n X. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that T: X + X sati.s$es 
4% Ty)S @4x, y) ford x, VEX, 
where d is a distance function, Q: P + P, and 
wsQw only if w = 9. 
(3.1) 
(Q) 
If T has a fixed point x, then it is uniquely determined. 
Proof If x and y are fixed points ofT, it follows from (3.1) that w= 
d(x, y)=d(Tx, Ty) satisfies w 5 Qw, which, together with (Q) and (D), 
implies the assertion. 
In order to use iterations in the proofs of existence anduniqueness 
results, we define the following notions ofconvergence. 
We say that asequence (0,) decreases to vin P, denote v, 1 v, if (v,) is 
decreasing a dv = inf, v,. 
A sequence (x,) of X is said to convergence to x in X, if there is a 
sequence (v,) of P decreasing to 8, such that 
4x,, xl 5 v, for n large enough. 
Notations x, -+ x, and lim, x, =x are used for this convergence. 
A mapping T: X+ X is called compact, ifthe sequence (TX,) has a 
convergent subsequence wh never there xist z E X and VE P such that 
d(z, x,) 5v for each nE N. T is closed, if y, + y in X and Ty, + z in X 
imply that z= Ty. 
X= (X, d) is said to be a P-distance space, ifdsatisfies (D) and 
if x, -+ x in X, y, -+ y in X, and v, 1 v in P, then d(x,, y,) 5 v, 
for nlarge enough implies that d(x, y) 5 v. PI’ 
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We say that amapping Q: P + P is bounded by b E P, if 
Qusb for all 24 EP. (3.2) 
Given such an increasing mapping Q, w denote, asin Section 2,by K the 
set of all those iteratively Q-generated b-chains whose lements belong to 
the set 
Recall a so property (I) of Theorem 2.1, by which for each chain C in K 
both u= inf C and Q,(U) = inf, Q“u exist. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T: X-+ X satisfy (3.1), where Q: P -+ P is increasing 
and bounded by b E P, has property (I), and 8 is its only fixed point. Then T 
has at most one fixed point. Assume, moreover, that Y= (X, d) is a 
P-distance space, that 
to each chain C of K there corresponds a equence (0,) of C 
decreasing to inf C, (J) 
and that T is compact and closed. Then T has the fixed point. 
Proof: The uniqueness a ertion f llows from Proposition 3.1, since 8 is 
the only fixed point of Q. whence Theorem 2.1 implies that U* = 0 in (2.1), 
i.e., (Q) holds. 
To prove an existence, let x0 E X be given and denote z= TX,. From 
(3.1) and (3.2) itfollows that 
d(z, TV) 5Qdtxo, y)5 b for each y E X. (3.3) 
Let K, denote the set of those chains C of K having the property hat o 
each uE C there corresponds y E T(X) such that 
(3.4) 
Choice of y = T’x, shows that (Qb} E K,,. Applying Zorn’s lemma as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1, we see that K,, contains a maximal chain C, with 
respect to inclusion. C dition (I) implies that u= inf C, exists. Since C, is 
contained in the maximal chain C, of K, constructed in Theorem 2.1, we 
have 
uO=infC, su, 
To prove that u= u’, make a counter-hypothesis: u” < u. By condition (J) 
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there exists a equence (v,) in C, which decreases to V. Since C, belongs to
K,, there exists a equence (y,) in T(X) such that 
(4 4~“~ TY,)%L, HEN. 
From (3.3) itfollows that 
42, Y,) 5b and 4~ TY,) 5b, IlEN. 
Because T is compact and closed, then (y,) has a subsequence (y,,) such 
that zO = lim, ynk exists and Tz, = lim, Ty,,. 
By (a) we have 
d(Y,,, TY,,) 5 Vnk’ keN. 
Since v,,~ 1 v, it then follows from (D)’ that 
dtzo, Tz,) 5 v. 
This and (3.1) imply that 
(b) dtT”zo, T”+ ‘z,,) 5 Q’k, nE N. Because T is compact and closed, 
there exists a ubsequence (zk) = ( T”“zo) such that y, = lim, zk exists and 
Ty, = lim, Tz,. Moreover, (b) implies that 
dtz,, Tzk) 5 Q”?I, keN. 
and property (I) ensures anexistence of 
inf Q’% = inf Q’v = Qi(v), 
n n 
whence it follows from (D)’ that 
d(yo, TYO) 5Q,(u). 
Hence, x = Ty, belongs toT(X) and 
(c) d(x, Tx)g Q(Q,(v)). Thus C, u {Q(Q,(v))> belongs toK, and 
contains C,properly, which contradicts wi hthe maximality of C,. This 
proves that 
Cd) v = u”. 
From the proof of Theorem 2.1 it follows that he maximal fixed point 
U* of Q is of the form u * = Q(Q,(u’)). This, together with (c) and (d), 
implies that 
d(x, TX) 5 u*. 
But U* = 8, whence, by(D), x= TX, i.e., T has a fixed point. 
In view of Corollary 2.1we obtain 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Let X = (X, d) be a P-distance space, and let T: X -+ X 
be compact and closed and satisfi (3.1) where Q: P -+ P is increasing, 
bounded by b E P, and has the property 
inf Q,(b)=inf (inf (... (inf Q”‘) ... )“, (h)= 0. 
m nr n, 11 I 
(3.5 1 
Then T has a uniquely determined fixed point. 
Remarks 3.1. T is closed, ifT is continuous inthe sense that 
n,, -+Ts whenever .r,, -+.r in X. 
Condition (3.6) is in turn a consequence of(3.1) and 
(3.6 )
Qc,, 1 e whenever t’,, 18in P. (3.7) 
Property (D)’ holds, for instance, ifP = (P, 5, + ) is an ordered 
additive monoid, and d: Xx X-+ P is a P-metric. i.e., d is symmetric and 
satisfies (D) and the triangle inequality. 
Condition (3.5) holds if Q,,,(b) = 0 for some m = 1, 2, . . . If m = 1, i.e., if
Q”b -+ 8, the compactness and the closedness ofT can be replaced by
relative completeness of T(X), by which we mean that a sequence (.u,,) of 
T(X) converges inX whenever there is a sequence (v,,) inP decreasing to 
8 such that 
4-u,, t -y, )5u,, for m > n and n large enough. 
More precisely, we have 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be a P-distance space and let T: X+X satisf:, 
(3.1), where Q: P + P is increasing, bounded bJ$ bE P and Q”b 18. If T(X) 
is relatively complete, then for each x0 E X the sequence ( T”.Y,) comerges in 
X to a unique fixed point of T. 
Proof: Given .K~ EX. it follows from (3.1) and (3.4) by induction that 
(a) d(T”x,, T”x,) 5 Q”-lb, for m > n > 1. This implies that .Y =
lim, T”xo exists, ince Q”b J 8, and T(X) is relatively complete. Ifnz --+ x
and n is replaced byn - 1 in (a), we obtain by (D)’ that 
d( T”- ‘x0, x) 5 Q”- ‘b for n>2. 
This and (3.1) imply that 
d( TnxO, Tx) 5 Q’- ‘b for n>2. 
As n -+ (XI, we obtain d(x, Tx) 5 0, whence .Y is a fixed point of T. 
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If yis another fixed point of T, then the choice x,, =y in the above proof 
implies that y= x. 
4. ESTIMATION RESULTS 
In this ection we shall derive upper estimates forfixed points ofT. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let T: X + X satisfy 
I T-4 5G I.4, whenever 1x1 5c, (4.1) 
where 1I maps X into P, and G: (c] + (c] is increasing. Assume there exists 
m E N such that sup {w E G”(c] )w =< Gw > exists. Zf T has a fixed point x for 
which 1x1 5c, then 
1x1 5u*, 
where v* is the maximal fixed point of G. 
(4.2) 
Proof If x = TX, and 1x1 5c, it follows from (4.1) that w= 1x1 satisfies 
w 5 Gw. This and Proposition 2.1 imply (4.2). 
To improve the stimate (4.2) weshall require in the following that he 
“norm” I 1: X--v P is closed to the right in the sense that x, + x and 
Jx, )=< ufor nlarge enough imply 1x15 U. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let T: X+ X satisfy (4.1), where II : X + P is closed 
to the right, G:P + P is increasing, a d inequality 
Gusu (4.3) 
has a solution. Zf T satisfies alsothe hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 and there 
exist x0E X and n E N such that Ix0 I5 Gn(0), then 
I-4 s4 (4.4) 
where x is the fixed point of T, and u is any solution of (4.3). In particular, 
tf G satisfies th  hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, then 
I4 5 o*, (4.5) 
where v* is the minimal fixed point of G. 
Proof Let u be any solution of (4.3). This and (4.1) imply that Tmaps 
the set Y= { y E XI ( yl s u> into itself. This and 
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(a) lx01 5 Gn(0) 5 G”(u) 5 U, 
ensure that TX, E Y. Since 11 is closed tothe right, hen Y is closed with 
respect to he convergence in X. Thus we can replace condition (3.4) inthe 
proof of Theorem 3.1 by 
d(p, Tv)Su and J’E Y. (3.4)’ 
This yields the conclusion that he fixed point of T belongs toY, i.e., (4.4) 
holds and (4.5) isits pecial case. 
Remark 4.1. See also Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.1 in [3]. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
As an application o Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we shall prove 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that q: R + x R + -+ R + satisfies 
(ql ) t -+ q( t, u(t)) is Lebesgue measurable whenever u: R + -+ R + is 
increasing a dcontinuous: 
(q2) s -+ q( t, s) is increasing fora.e. t2 0; 
(q3) there xists h:R, +R+, which is Lebesgue integrable on ach 
closed interval of R + , such that for each s 10 
q(t,s)Sh(t) a.e. t>O. 
Then, for each u0 2 0, the initial value problem 
u’(t)=q(t, u(t)) a.e. tB0, u(O)=u, 
has maximal and minimal solutions. 
(5.1 1 
Proof: Let u0 20 be given. Choose 
P={u:R+ +R+ I u is increasing and continuous andu( 0) = u0 }, 
order it by 
ulv iff u(t)su(t)foreach tz0, 
and denote 
a(t) = uo, b(t)=u,+j;h(t)dT, _ t 2 0. 
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The hypotheses (qlt(q3) ensure that equation 
defines an increasing mapping Q: [a, 6]+ [a, b]. 
Let C be an iteratively Q-generated b-chain K, defined inSection 2.
Then, for each t 10 the set C(t) = {Qu(t) 1QU E C} is contained in
[u(t), b(t)], whence inf C(t) exists for each t2 0. Define 
u(t)=infC(t), t 20. 
Given t, >0, there xists a decreasing sequence (Qu,) in C such that 
(Qu,( tl)) decreases to u( tl ). By Lemma 2.2, the sequence (u,) is also 
decreasing, so that applying (q2) we obtain 
0 5 Qdt) - Qu,(t) 5 Qdt,) - Qdt,) 
whenever n 5 m and 0 5 t 5 t,. Hence, (Qu,) converges on I= [0, tl] 
uniformly, so that its limit function u is continuous, and also increasing on 
I, since the functions Qunare increasing. Moreover, u(t1 ) = v( t1 ). To prove 
that u= u on Z, make a counter-hypothesis: re exists oin I such that 
E = u( to) - u( to) > 0. 
By definition of u there exists Qw in C such that 
Qw( to) 5 u( to) + 42 = u( to) - t/2. 
Then 
Q4to) 5QuAto) - 42 for all n E N. 
Since Qw and each Qun are lements of achain, then Qw < Qu,, and hence, 
by Lemma 2.2, w < U, for each nEN. In particular, 
u’(t) 5 u,(t) forall toZandnEN. 
This, (q2), and the definition of Q imply that for each nE N, 
Qw(tl) = Qw(to) + Qw(t,) - Qw(to) 
5 QuAto) - 4 + Qdt,) - Qdto) 
= Qu,(tl) - 42. 
When n -+ co, we then obtain 
Qw(t,)=<u(tl)-e/2=u(tl)-c/2, 
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which contradicts wi hthe definition of v.This proves that vequals u on 
Z, and hence Dis continuous andincreasing on I= [0, r,]. This holds for 
each t, > 0, whence u= inf CE P. Moreover (cf. the proof of Theorem 2.1). 
Qu 5 u, so that (Q”u) is decreasing. A  analogous reasoning used above 
shows that Q,(U) = inf, Q”u exists and belongs toP. Thus Q satisfies also
condition (I)of Theorem 2.1, whence Q has the maximal fixed point u*. By 
the definition of Q,U* is also the maximal solution of the initial v ue 
problem (ivp) (5.1). 
An existence of the minimal solution of (5.1) isshown similarly to be 
consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
Remark 5.1. Condition (ql )can be replaced in Theorem 5.1 by 
(91)’ The set of those t2 0, for which q( ., .P) is discontinuous from
the right for at least one ~20, is zero-measurable. 
The following auxiliary result isused in the sequel. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let q: R, xR+ -+R+ satisJv (ql)-(q3), andfet I= 
[0, t,I, t, > 0, be given. Zfthe zero-function 8 is the only fixed point of the 
operator Q, defined on
P = {u: I-+ R + 1 u is continuous, increasing and u(0) =0 ) 
Qdt) = j-i q(T, U(T)) dr, (5.2) 
wheneuer u,, 18 in P. (3.7) 
Proof: Since 0is a fixed point of Q, then 
(a) q(t, 0) = 0 a.e. t EI. Let (u,) be a sequence inP which decreases 
to 0. Denote 
(b) u(t) =inf,, QuJt) =l& inf, q(T, u,(r)) dT, tE Z, 
and make a counter-hypothesis: w(t) >0 for some t E I. Denoting t,, = 
sup{ tGZl w(t)=O}, itfollows from (a) and (b) that 
q(T, M’(T)) = 0 = inf q(T, U,(T)) a.e. TE [0, to], 
n 
and from (q2) that 
q(T, u’(T)) 2 infq(T, u,(T)) for to <Tst,. 
n 
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Hence w S Qw, which by Theorem 2.1 implies that Q has a fixed point 
u* 2 w. But 8 is the only fixed point of Q, whence w= 19. 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 we shall prove 
THEOREM 5.2. Let E= (E, 11 11) be a Banach space, and assume that 
f:R+ x E + E has the following properties: 
(f 1) Zf x: R + -+ E is continuous, thenthe mapping z -+ f(T, x(z)) is 
Bochner-integrable on each closed interval of R + ; 
(f2) there exists a function q: R+ x R + , which satisfies th  hypotheses 
(ql)-(q3) such that 
Ilf(f,x)-f(t, Y)IISq(t, lb-~111, fZOvx,y~E. (5.3) 
Zf 9 is the only solution of (5.1) when u0 = 0, and if Im f is contained in a
finite-dimensional uffi e subspuce ofE, then for each y0 E E the initial v ue 
problem 
x’(t) = f(t, x(t)) u.e. on R + , x(0) =y, (5.4) 
has a unique solution. 
Proof Let y, E E and Z= [0, ti], t, >O, be given. The condition (fl) 
ensures that he quation 
TX(~) = Y, + j-i f(z, X(T)) & t E z, (5.5) 
defines a mapping T: X + X, where 
X= {x:Z+Elxiscontinuousandx(O)=y,}. 
Moreover, ifP and Q are as in Lemma 5.1, and a P-metric d: Xx X+ P 
is defined by
4x, y)(t) = ,yzt Ilx(~) - Y(~)II, t E 4 (5.6) - - 
it follows from (5.3) that (3.1) holds. (q3) implies that (3.2) holds when b 
is defined by
b(t) = j-i h(z) dr, t 2 0. 
From the proof of Theorem 5.1 it follows that Q satisfies th  hypotheses (I)
and (J) of Theorem 3.1. Since 8, as the only solution of (5.1) when u. = 0, 
is the only fixed point of Q, then (3.7) holds by Lemma 5.1. In view of 
Remarks 3.1 it follows from (3.1) and (3.7) that Tis closed. 
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To prove the compactness of T, let xbe an element ofT(X). There xists 
)’ EX such that 
x(f) = yo + ; ./-CT, Y(T)) dr, 
s 
t E I, 
whence 
Ib(t)ll S II.vo II + j; Ilf(~, yo)ll dz+ b(t), t E I, 
and 
Ilx(t) - xb)ll 5 Jsf (4~) + IIf(t, yo)ll) & O~s~t~t,. 
Thus, the functions f T(X) are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. 
Moreover, the values of these functions belong, bya hypothesis, to a 
finite-dimensional aflinesubspace of E. Hence, by the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem, T(X) is relatively compact. Inparticular, T is compact as defined 
in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Thus T satisfies all the hypotheses given in 
Theorem 3.1, whence Thas a unique fixed point x. By definition of T,x is 
also a unique solution of (5.4) onZ= [0, t,]. This holds for each t, > 0 
which, together with a well-known continuation theorem, implies the 
assertion. 
To give applications of Corollary 3.1, denote for each m = 1, 2, . . 
+2- n,-Zm+ 1 Own, 5 ‘.. sn,. 
We say that afunction q: R+ x R + + R + belongs toL?, if there exist an
a.e. continuous f nction h: R+ -+ R + such that 
b(t)=[;h(r)dr<a for each t > 0, 
and that 
0, if s = 0, or t = 0, 
h(t)> if O<b(t)<s, 
a(n,, . .n, + 1) h(t), if 
4nl, . . n,+l)b(r)<s~a(n,,...,n,)b(t) 
for some m = 1, 2, . . 
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It is easy to verify that each function q of 52 satisfies th  conditions (ql)‘, 
(q2), and (q3) with the above chosen h. Moreover, itcan be shown by 
elementary calculations, as in Example 2.1, that if b is as above and the 
operator Q is given by (5.2), then 
Q,,,(b)(t) = 2-“b(t), t 2 0. 
Hence condition (3.5) ofCorollary 3.1holds. Inview of this corollary nd
the proof of Theorem 5.2 we obtain 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let S: R + x E + E satisfy (fl), and assume that Im f 
belongs toa finite-dimensional uffi e subspuce of E, If there exists q E$2 such 
that (5.3) holds, then the initial v ue problem (5.4) has for each y, E E a 
unique solution. 
If X, T, and d are defined asin the proof of Theorem 5.1, it is easy to 
see that T(X) is relatively complete inthe sense of Remarks 3.1. Thus we 
obtain as a consequence of Corollary 3.2, 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let f: R + x E + E satisfy (fl) and (f2), and assume 
that he successive approximations 
u,(t) = j; h(z) & t 2 0, 
II n+ I(t) = j; q(T, u,(r)) & tzO,nEN, 
converge to azero-function. Then, for each y, E E, undfor each choice ofx,, 
from X, the successive approximations 
x,+l(t)=yO+j~f(rYx,(r))d~, tZO,nEN, 
converge to aunique solution of the initial v ue problem (5.4). Moreover, the 
convergence is uniform oneach compact subset ofR + . 
Remarks 5.2. u, 18, for instance, if q satisfies (ql)-(q3), the function 
s + q(t, s) is right continuous foreach t2 0, and the ivp (5.1) has 8 as the 
only solution when u0 = 0. On the other hand, the hypotheses of 
Corollary 5.2may hold although t e function s -+ q(t, s) has an infinite 
number of right discontinuity po nts for each t> 0. This holds, for example, 
if is bounded, satisfies (fl), and 
Ilf(t,x)-f(t, y)llsu(n+l)h(t), whenever t>Oand 
a(n +1) b(t) < Ilx - YII 5 a(n) b(t), (5.7) 
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where hand h are as in the definition of Q,and 
u(n)= 1- i 2-‘, n E N. 
,=I 
As a consequence of Proposition 4.1 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let f: R + x E -+ E satisfy the hypothesis Theorem 5.2, 
and assume there xists zOE E and g: R + x R , -+ R + such that (q 1 )-(q3 ) 
hold for q = g, and 
llf(b Y)II 5 g(t, III’--‘oil), tl0, GEE. 
Then the solution x of the ivp (5.4) satisfies 
II-~(t) - zoII s v*(t), t 2 0, (5.8) 
where v, is the minimal solution f
v’(t)=g(t, v(t)) a.e. onR+, u(O)= (1~~ -zOII. (5.9) 
Proof: Let X and T: X+ X be as in the proof of Theorem 5.2. Denote 
P={u:R+ +R+ I u is increasing and continuous andu( 0) = /I ,rO -z0 I/ )
Define a mapping II: X+ P by 
1x1 w=,y, Il.4~)-=oll, t2 0, 
and G: P-P by 
Wt)= IIYo -=oI/ + j; g(T, V(T))& t 2 0. 
I I is obviously closed to the right and, by Theorem 5.1, G satisfies th  
hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. From Theorem 5.2 it follows that the 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 hold for T. Given xE X and 0 5 s 5 t, we have 
IIWs)-zoll 5 11~0 -zoll + j; Ilf(z, x(T))il dT 
5 IIYo -dI + j'g(T, 1-d (T)) dT, 
0 
whence 
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Moreover, bychoosing x,(t) -y,, we have 
1x0 I5 G(e). 
Thus, all the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2 hold, so that (5.8) follows 
from (4.5). 
Proposition 4.2 implies also the following estimate forthe dependence of 
the solution of (5.4) onthe initial v ue: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let f: R + x E -+ E satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.2, and let y and z be those solutions f the ivp (5.4) corresponding 
to initial values y, and zO, respectively. Then 
II Y(t) -z(t)ll 5 u*(t), t 2 0, (5.10) 
where u* is the minimal solution of (5.1) with a0 = )I y, - z,, 11. 
Proof: Let X, T, and P be as in the above proof. Define ow a mapping 
1 ):X+Pby 
1x1 (t) = ,yy, Il47) -47)lL tzo, - - 
and G: P+P by 
Gu(t) = IIY, - zo II + j.; d7,47)) d7, t 2 0. 
If X and T are as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, then from (5.3) and (q2) it 
follows that, for each 72 0 and for each xE X, 
Ilf(7,47)) -f(? 47))llS 4(7, Il47) - 47)ll)S d7, I.4 (7)). 
Noting also that 
z(t) = z. + s ’ f(7, z(z)) d7, 
t 2 0, 
0 
we then have 
II TX(S) - z(s)11 5 II y, - zo II +j; qb, 1x1 (7)) d7 
whenever x EX and 0 5 s s t. This, together with (q2) and the definition of 
I I, implies that 
IT4 5 G I4 x E x. 
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Moreover, bychoosing x,, = Tz, we have 
Thus the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2 are valid, whence 
where U* is the minimal fixed point of G. This implies the assertion. 
Remarks 5.3. The above applications ge eralize results which are well 
known in the continuous ca e (see, for example, [S, Chap. 21) to the dif- 
ferential equations with discontinuous right-hand si e. Further applications 
are given in [2]. 
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